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Convective ¯ ow in the liquid crystal heat switch

E. F. CARR
Physics and Astronomy Department, University of Maine, Orono,

ME 04469, USA. E-mail: aps055@maine.edu

(Received 15 December 1998; accepted 5 February 1999 )

The h̀eat switch’ is based on the fact that in some liquid crystal (LC) materials heat transfer
depends on the voltage applied between two parallel electrodes containing the sample. The
rate of heat transfer depends on the voltage rather than the electric ® eld intensity, but is not
understood. Since the heat switch can involve electric ® eld intensities up to at least the
breakdown ® eld of air, it is important to understand the mechanism responsible for heat
transfer. Results are presented indicating that a mechanism described earlier is involved.
A proposal for a refrigerator using LC heat switches is also made.

1. Introduction The model explaining the molecular alignment and
Since the l̀iquid crystal heat switch’ can involve very material ¯ ow in d.c. or very low frequency electric ® elds

high electric ® elds, the primary objective of this article is is illustrated in ® gure 1. It involves convective ¯ ow cells
to improve understanding of the mechanism responsible as shown in ® gure 1 (a). Convective ¯ ow cells were
for the large changes in heat transfer rate. Results will involved in work by Helfrich [8] to explain `Williams
be presented indicating that convective ¯ ow in the liquid Domains’. This work provided an excellent explanation
crystal (LC) is present when high electric ® elds are applied. for the existence of Williams Domains, but does not
It is suggested that the convective ¯ ow is primarily explain material ¯ ow and molecular alignment involved
responsible for changes in the heat transfer rate. The in the heat switch.
basic idea for the LC heat switch (US Patent 4 515 206) Figure 1 (a) shows a ¯ ow pattern often observed in a
involves a LC layer sandwiched between two parallel horizontal electric ® eld at the free surface (air to liquid
electrodes. If one electrode is at a higher temperature crystal interface). Motion at the free surface must be
than the other and a voltage is applied across the parallel to the surface, but below the free surface it can
electrodes, the heat transfer rate in the LC will increase. be three dimensional. The application of a magnetic ® eld
This e� ect was ® rst discovered in 1983 [1] . Results were of su� cient strength, and parallel to the electrodes and
later published [2± 4] showing the relationship between the free surface, tends to reduce the ¯ ow pattern to
the heat transfer rate and the voltage applied to the two dimensions throughout the sample. This does not
electrodes. In one case [3, 4] a voltage of 18kV applied occur for all values of the magnetic and electric ® elds,to a LC sample 0.5cm thick with electrode area 2.8cm2

but appropriate values can be chosen to secure a twochanged the heat transfer rate by a factor of about 100.
dimensional pattern [7] . The direction of ¯ ow and theAlthough high voltages were used (creating electric ® elds
director tend to align in a plane as shown in ® gure 1 (b).up to the breakdown ® eld of air) the current was very
Earlier work [7] , for certain values of the electriclow (less than 2 Ö 10Õ 4 A). The high voltage source used
and magnetic ® eld, has shown that the motion can bein this work was an unregulated d.c. source, but an a.c.
two dimensional, and clearly showed the existence ofsource should also work. It may be mentioned that
convective ¯ ow cells.Biggers et al. [5] have studied Heat T ransport through

The mechanism illustrated in ® gure 1 (b) involves aMBBA Due to Induced Electrohydrodynamic Motion. US
¯ ow-alignment angle [8, 9] . When a nematic liquidpatents 5 188 171 and 5 222 548 are related to this work.
crystal is sheared by the movements of two parallelIt should also be mentioned that work by Wan et al.
plates in opposite directions, the sample between the[6] supports the idea of convective ¯ ow.
plates aligns at a ¯ ow alignment angle h (angle betweenA model to explain what has often been described as
the director and the plates). In this model the plates areanomalous alignment has been proposed previously [7] .
replaced with wall defects perpendicular to the electrodesA speci® c objective of this article is to provide evidence
and the free surface. Charge accumulates at the defectsthat this model can be applied to the heat switch
due to changes in the electrical conductivity. Changesinvolving very high electric ® elds. A possible application

for the heat switch involving a refrigerator is suggested. in the electrical conductivity are due to changes of the
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1048 E. F. Carr

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Flow pattern at the free surface of a liquid
crystal due to an electric ® eld. (b) Model for molecular Figure 2. Experimental set-up used to obtain the results shown
alignment and material ¯ ow due to an external electric in ® gure 3. The electrode separation was 300 microns,
® eld. Charges accumulate at the walls (defects) which are with the electrodes perpendicular to the plane of theperpendicular to the electrodes and the plane of the paper. diagram.
Forces due to the interaction of the electric ® eld with the
space charge at the walls (defects) tend to shear the sample.

The photograph shown in ® gure 3(a) was obtainedBecause of shear ¯ ow, the director associated with the
sample between the walls is turned toward the electric with the microscope located at position A. A 300 V
® eld giving rise to the `̄ ow alignment angle’, h. Although source was applied to the electrodes and a 6000 G
the walls should appear to be stationary, the material magnetic ® eld applied parallel to the electrodes. Thismaking-up the walls is constantly changing.

pattern was similar to others [7] reported earlier and
can be explained using the two dimensional model
shown in ® gure 1 (b).director. The ¯ ow alignment angle has been observed in

MBBA using NMR [10] techniques and investigated as The experimental set-up for the photograph shown in
® gure 3 (b) is identical to that used for ® gure 3(a) excepta function of temperature. Igner and Fried [11] have

presented excellent evidence that the ¯ ow alignment angle that the magnetic ® eld was removed (B = 0). This pattern
appears to indicate that the sample is very turbulent,can exist for a sample thickness of less than 100 microns.

Results have also been published [4] in support of the but evidence will be presented showing that the model
in ® gure 1 (b) appears to be involved. The experimentalmodel involving the ¯ ow alignment angle for a sample

thickness of 140 microns. set-up for obtaining the photograph in ® gure 3(c) was
the same as that used for ® gure 3 (b) except that theThe samples for the work reported here were of

N-( p-methoxybenzylidene)-p-butylaniline (MBBA). Only microscope was located at the edge of the sample
(microscope at position B). One can observe that thed.c. electric ® elds were used, but low frequency ® elds

should be adequate. pattern shown in much of ® gure 3(c) is similar to that
in ® gure 3 (b) except near the edge of the sample
(microscope at position B). The pattern shown near the2. Results

The experimental set-up shown in ® gure 2 was used edge of the sample appears to be similar to that shown
in ® gure 3 (a). The patterns in ® gure 3(a) and near theto produce the results illustrated in ® gure 3. A beam of

white light was directed upward and the microscope was edge of the sample in ® gure 3 (c) indicate the possibility
of convective ¯ ow cells in both cases. Because of changeslocated just above the centre of the sample, (position A)

or above the edge of the sample (position B). in the index of refraction and defects in the sample,
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1049Convective ¯ ow in heat switch

movement of the sample can be detected. The movement
near the edge of the sample in ® gure 3 (c) and in
® gure 3(a) is consistent with the presence of convective
¯ ow cells. Movement of the ¯ uid in ® gure 3 (b) also
showed evidence of convective ¯ ow cells. The ¯ ow cells
were similar to those in ® gure 3 (a) but appeared like
long cells that were broken up and oriented at random.

The presence of a magnetic ® eld, for the results shown
in ® gure 3 (a), produces a torque on the sample that
favours thedirector being oriented ina planeperpendicular
to the electrodes. This tends to change a pattern shown in
3(b), which is three dimensional, into a two dimensional
pattern as illustrated in ® gure 1 (b).

In ® gure 3 (c) the ¯ ow velocity at the free surface
(air to liquid crystal interface) and perpendicular to it
must be zero. Therefore, the three dimensional pattern
becomes two dimensional near the free surface which
indicates that the model in ® gure 1 (b) could be involved.
In both patternsÐ in ® gure 3(a) and near the free surface
in ® gure 3(c)Ð the dark lines represent the wall defects
which are moving toward or away from the observer.
The wall defects appear to be stationary but the ¯ uid
making up the defects is constantly changing and moving
toward or away from the observer. The results presented
here indicate that a magnetic ® eld and a surface have
similar e� ects on the molecular alignment. Thealignment
due to the free surface does not extend great distances
into the sample, but this is expected.

As one moves from the edge of the sample toward
the centre in ® gure 3(c), changes in the pattern are not
abrupt. This also suggests that the mechanism primarily
responsible for the pattern in the centre of the sample is
similar to that near the edge.

Reference [4] discusses the heat transfer rate as a
function of voltage for ® ve separations of the electrodes.
These results show that the heat transfer rate is a function
of voltage instead of electric ® eld intensity, which is not
understood. The results also indicate that changes in
the neighbourhood of 1000 V may indicate changes in the
mechanism responsible for the heat transfer rate. The
results at 300 V for a separation of 300 microns indicate
that the model in ® gure 1 (b) is involved for a voltage of
less than 1000 V.

The experimental set-up for the photograph in ® gure 4

(a)

(b)

(c)
was the same as that used in obtaining ® gure 3 (c)Figure 3. Patterns due to a LC in a direction parallel to the
except for the following changes. The separation of theelectric ® eld as shown in ® gure 2. The separation of
electrodes was 0.078cm and a 2000 V d.c. source wasthe electrodes was 300 microns and a voltage of 300 V

was applied to the electrodes: diameter of ® eld of view applied to the electrodes.
was 0.1cm. (a) A magnetic ® eld of 6000 G applied parallel Figure 4 shows evidence of wall defects perpendicular
to the electrodes and the microscope located at position A to the free surface. They are much shorter than those inin ® gure 2. (b) Conditions the same as in (a) except for no

® gure 3 (c), and do not extend as far into the bulk of themagnetic ® eld. (c) Conditions the same as in (b) except
that the microscope was located at position B. sample, but this is to be expected because of the higher

voltage. This evidence does suggest the presence of
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1050 E. F. Carr

The ® gure 5 set-up was used to produce ® gure 6.
The electrode separation was 0.15cm and a 4000 V
source was applied to the electrodes. The microscope
was focused at the free surface and the light lines in
® gure 6 represent wall defects. It can be easily seen that
the ¯ uid in adjacent wall defects is moving in opposite
directions which creates ¯ ow cells similar to those
illustrated in ® gure 1 (a).

It has now been shown that convective ¯ ow cells at
voltages of 300, 2000 and 4000 V appear to be formed
in the heat switch.

3. A refrigerator using a liquid crystal
An idea for a refrigerator using a liquid crystal

was suggested earlier [12] . A simple illustration of how
Figure 4. Pattern from an experimental set-up identical to that a refrigerator might operate is shown in ® gure 7. It

used for ® gure 3(c), except that the electrode separation would require a gas container, plunger and two heatwas changed to 0.078cm and the electrode voltage was
switches as shown. The inner electrodes for the heat2000 V.
switches would serve as two walls of the container. The
plunger, the bottom of the container and the other two

convective ¯ ow cells which implies that the mechanism walls of the container would be made of insulating
primarily responsible for the heat transfer above and material.
below 1000 V is the same. The outer electrode of one heat switch would face theIn order to extend this investigation to higher voltages, reservoir (atmosphere) at temperature T2 , and the outerthe experimental set-up was changed as shown in ® gure 5. electrode of the other heat switch would face the coldHere the observer is looking in a direction parallel to the region of the refrigerator at temperature T1 . When gas
electrodes whereas in ® gure 2 the observer was looking is compressed, heat switch A would be on and switch B
in a direction perpendicular to the electrodes. For the o� , so heat could be transferred to the atmosphere. After
use of higher voltages the thickness of the sample had the gas has expanded, heat switch B would be on andto be increased to avoid exceeding the dielectric strength heat switch A o� , so heat would be transferred from theof air. Since the heat transfer rate appears to be a cold reservoir of the refrigerator to the expanding gas.
function of the voltage, changing the experimental set-up Results presented in [4] clearly indicate that a
should not appreciably a� ect the results. refrigerator using a liquid crystal would operate, but

information as to how e� cient or competitive the

Figure 6. Pattern for an electrode separation of 0.15cm
and a voltage of 4000 V applied to the electrodes. The
experimental set-up is shown in ® gure 5: diameter of ® eld

Figure 5. Experimental set-up used for obtaining ® gure 6. of view was 0.3cm.
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1051Convective ¯ ow in heat switch

switch. Since the heat transfer rate depends primarily
on the voltage applied to the electrodes, results at 300,
2000 and 4000 V were obtained. Patterns consistent
with convective ¯ ow for all values of the voltage were
obtained. At 300 and 4000 V direct observations of the
motion of the ¯ uid indicated the presence of convective
¯ ow cells as shown in ® gure 1(a).

Most of the early work, involving electric ® eld
e� ects in LCs, used samples of thickness much less
than 100 microns. Results in ® gure 3 (b) correspond to
what was often referred to as dynamic scattering in very
thin samples. The samples in the dynamic scattering
mode seemed very turbulent, but for a separation of
300 microns movement in the sample could be detected.
This movement in the sample indicated the presence of
short convective ¯ ow cells oriented at random.

The author wishes to thank J. P. McClymer, Elizabeth
C. Carr and Karen Carr Bustillo for their assistance.
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